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Abstract

A molecule Boolean 1/2-adder is designed and the XOR and AND truth table calculated at +0.1 V using 4 graphene electrodes. It functions with level repulsion and destructive interferences effects using 4 molecule electronic states in a quantum Hamiltonian computing approach (QHC) with the abrupt change of the molecular orbital weight of those 4 calculating states as a function of the logical input configuration. The logical inputs enter rotating the two nitro groups of the central board. With QHC, a complex Boolean digital function can be implemented employing the same graphene material for interconnects and the molecule calculating parts.
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1. Introduction

The continuing miniaturization of electronic circuits triggers the ultimate search for single molecule based electronics where a molecule embedded between many electrodes will perform a digital Boolean function by itself\textsuperscript{[1,2]}. One possibility is to interconnect molecular switches\textsuperscript{[3,4]}, rectifiers\textsuperscript{[5,6]} or amplifiers\textsuperscript{[7]}
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together using metallic nanowires\textsuperscript{8} to construct the circuit. This approach is now progressively abandoned due to the absence of power gain per molecular device\textsuperscript{9}. Semi-classically designed intramolecular circuits\textsuperscript{10} have also been explored\textsuperscript{11} facing now the problem of the exponential decay of the output current with an increase of the spatial extension of the molecular circuit\textsuperscript{12}.

To solve those gain and exponential decay problems still with the objective to embark a calculating unit on a single molecule, a new quantum computing approach was proposed\textsuperscript{13}. When prepared in a non-stationary state, the quantum Hamiltonian computing (QHC) logic gate beneficiates from the spontaneous Heisenberg-Rabi quantum oscillations of the quantum system to run a quantum computation with classical inputs\textsuperscript{14}. By measuring the effecting Heisenberg-Rabi oscillations frequency using metallic nano-electrodes\textsuperscript{15}, different Boolean logic operations can be performed in parallel and within the same quantum system\textsuperscript{16}. The functioning of a Boolean QHC gate is based on the quantum level repulsion effect together with the control of constructive and destructive quantum interferences affecting tunneling transport. Quantum design rules for QHC single molecule logic gates have been reported by Renaud et al.\textsuperscript{13}. Following this approach, Soe et al.\textsuperscript{17} have demonstrated experimentally a NOR logic gate function using a tri-naphthalene molecule whose frontiers molecular orbitals were manipulated by single Au atom contact to each of the naphthyl branch. Formally, A different QHC design was used to structure a single molecule NOR-AND\textsuperscript{18} gate. For the previous hybrid $1/2$-adder Boolean logic functions\textsuperscript{15, 20}, rotation of two lateral nitro chemical groups were also providing the classical digital inputs to the QHC gate here with a direct conversion of each rotation angle in quantum information. This conversion can be exactly measured by decomposing each molecular state on its Slater atomic basis set. It shows how a given NO\textsubscript{2} rotation angle is encoded on the normalized atomic orbital coefficients of certain molecular states.

For these QHC molecule Boolean logic gates, metallic nano-electrodes were used to measure the logical outcome of the gates. Such metal-organic hybrids lead to a very low intensity tunneling current per output due to the large differ-
ence in electronic structure between the central calculating molecule unit and its metallic measuring nano-electrodes. To design more complex QHC molecule logic gates (for exploring how the QHC approach can do better in term of decoherence as compared to the quantum qubit approach\cite{21}) and for beneficiating in application of tunneling current intensities larger than a few nano-ampere, the calculating molecule and the measuring electrodes must be made of the same material. The graphene planar 2D material with its tunable electronic, mechanical and electronic properties\cite{22, 23, 24} is an excellent candidate for a monolithic approach of QHC molecular logic gates.

In this letter, we demonstrate theoretically that a double nitro functionalized nano-graphene molecule (NGM) connected using graphene electrodes is performing a 1/2 adder Boolean operation in the QHC way using the rotation of the nitro-groups as the classical digital inputs. The first section is describing the QHC NGM design. Section 2 is recalling the technique used in this letter to calculate all the tunneling current intensity passing through the central NGM. Section 3 is describing the functioning of our 1/2 adder QHC NGM. In conclusion, we compare our design with a classical 1/2 adder electronic circuit.

2. The Boolean 1/2 adder QHC molecular design

On Fig. 1 a central NGM is chemically bonded to 4 ultra-short 3 phenyls in length and 2 in width graphene nano-ribbon (GNR1 to GNR4). The core of the NGM molecule was designed starting from a coronene molecule extended asymmetrically by phenyl rings to be able to distinguish an AND and an XOR functionality by its MO weight at the measuring point. Four different conjugated boards were tested not to extend too much this central NGM. Each GNR is connected to independent semi-infinite graphene electrode whose electronic band structure is well defined using periodic boundary conditions\cite{30}. The central NGM is 2D crystal oriented in the same direction as the graphene electrodes to beneficiate from a complete homo electronic structure between the NGM and its measuring graphene electrodes. Nano-graphene molecules have already been
The Fig. 1 NGM circuit may be nanoscale fabricated for its interconnection parts using a high precision He$^+$ scattering \cite{26} and using scanning tunneling microscope (STM) single atom vertical manipulations for the atomic scale part as already demonstrated at the surface of 2D MoS$_2$ materials\cite{27}. In Fig. 1 the A and B nitro group inputs were chemically bonded to the NGM for distributing the logical inputs between the XOR and AND part of the QHC circuit without requiring ancillary internal or external molecular wires as commonly performed in standard electronic Boolean logic circuits. In electronics, the output of a given gate along the circuit is generally required to distribute its output signal at many locations of the circuit at the same time. Our present molecule QHC design can be considered as a practical implementation of the formal QHC 1/2-adder\cite{16} where it was shown how to position the logical inputs along the QHC quantum graph to avoid this cascading problem. Two fluorine atoms were also added to the NGM to optimize, as presented in Fig. 4, the distribution of the frontier molecular orbitals over the NGM depending on the logical input configuration as discussed later. With respect to the graphene electrode plane, a planar nitro is encoding for a “0” binary logical input and a perpendicular one for a “1” logical input. This encoding was chosen because of the non-zero switching energy certainly required to input a logical “1” on the NGM by STM rotating a single NO$_2$ group, as it was already demonstrated for a single ter-butyl group \cite{28}, the native nitro configuration being planar\cite{29}. A nitro group is a small but very efficient electron acceptor group, very active in interacting with a conjugated molecule while co-planar with it\cite{30,31}.

3. The Calculation Technique

Through the Fig. 1 QHC circuit and using Landauer formula\cite{32,33}, the current intensity $I$ was calculated between any two graphene electrodes and when applying a bias voltage $V$ using:

$$ I = \frac{e}{\pi \hbar} \int_{E_f}^{E_f + eV} T(E) dE, \quad (1) $$
where $E_f$ is the Fermi energy of a given graphene electrode and $T(E) = \text{Trace}(t(E)t^\dagger(E))$, the electronic transparency between those two graphene electrodes. $t(E)$ is the top left block of the multi-channel elastic scattering matrix describing the scattering process through the central NGM. The complete multi-channel scattering matrix was calculated exactly using the elastic scattering quantum chemistry (ESQC) method\[16, 34, 35\]. A full valence semi-empirical Hamiltonian was used in ESQC to describe the central molecule along with its 4 short GNR molecular wires and the graphene electrodes. This Hamiltonian was constructed with the full valence extended Hückel molecular orbitals (EHMO) basis set using Hoffmann parameters\[36, 37\] for all the C, N, O, F, and H atoms. A discussion about the Hoffmann parameters preferred over Cérda parameters\[38, 39\] can be found in \[30\] for graphene. Using those EHMO parameters, the calculated graphene electrode band structure shows a relative energy position of the Dirac cone crossing point at $E = E_f = -10.53$ eV.

4. The functioning of the nano-graphene QHC 1/2 adder

In Fig. 2, the calculated $T(E)$ spectra for the XOR and AND outputs are presented as a function of the A and B logical input configurations. The cross “leakage” $T(E)$ spectra between one XOR and one AND graphene electrodes, respectively, through the NGM were also calculated and according to equation \[1\] lead to a less than 0.01 $\mu$A tunneling current intensity for a 0.1 V bias voltage as compared with the direct XOR and AND outputs. This is the maximum calculated leakage current from one XOR to one AND graphene electrodes and for only the (1,1) input configuration. A 0.01$\mu$A current intensity on the AND for (1,1) is not very noticeable as compared to the 2$\mu$A measured output current for this input configuration. All the others cross leakage current are one order of magnitude lower than 0.01$\mu$A at 0.1 V for all the other logical input configurations. The $T(E)$ spectra are showing up some $\pi$ and $\pi^*$ resonances together with destructive interference patterns \textit{i.e.} very pronounced $s$ in the $T(E)$ spectrum for example at $E = -10.5$ eV for the XOR (0,0) and at $E = -10.35$
eV for the AND \((0,1)/(1,0)\) configurations. The functioning of the Fig. 1 QHC \(1/2\) adder is based on the quantum level repulsion effect and on an optimized energy positioning of those tunneling destructive interferences relative to the graphene Fermi energy. As also demonstrated recently with a formal Boolean Hamiltonian, having two outputs for the same QHC system and measured in the same energy range requires that the weight of the molecular orbitals at measurement points (here C1 and C2) be quite exclusive as a function of the input configuration\[16\].

Let us first start with the level repulsion effect. Among all the \(\pi\) and \(\pi^*\) molecular orbitals of the central NGM and in an energy range 2 eV around the Fermi energy, only a few are effectively contributing to the \(1/2\) adder functioning because many have no molecular weight at the C1 and C2 chemical bonding sites of the graphene electrodes. We have identified on Fig. 2, the 4 main “calculating” molecular states of the central NGM \(i.e.\) the \(T(E)\) spectra resonances contributing the most to the \(1/2\) adder functioning. They have been labeled 1 to 4 for mono-electronic quantum states \(|1\rangle\) to \(|4\rangle\) (For completion and in the Suppl. Mat. \[5\] they are also labeled on the corresponding complete spectrum of this central NGM alone). For clarity, Fig. 3 is only showing up the energy position of those 4 states in a quantum level correlation diagram. There is a clear level repulsion effect in action on state \(|1\rangle\) shifted up in energy by about 0.3 eV and on state \(|3\rangle\) by about 0.2 eV by going from a parallel to a perpendicular nitro conformations for AND and XOR respectively.

Based on this level repulsion effect, the functioning of the Fig. 1 \(1/2\) adder QHC gate is also relaying on the control by the nitro angles of the \(T(E)\) constructive and destructive interference patterns. Notice that, those patterns also depend on the chemical structure of contact C1 and C2. For a \((0,0)\) logical input \(i.e.\) for two planar nitro’s, there is a very pronounced \(T(E)\) destructive interference between states \(|1\rangle\) and \(|4\rangle\) at \(E = -10.49\) eV for the XOR \(T(E)\) and at \(E = -10.51\) eV for the AND \(T(E)\). Located near the Fermi energy and at low positive bias voltage, this will leads to a very low output current according to equation \[1\] ensuring the required zero logical output for both the XOR and
the AND. Notice that, the two very sharp resonances located just below the Fermi energy are coming from states $|1\rangle$ and $|3\rangle$ which are only weakly coupled to the graphene electrodes for $(0,0)$. They will not contribute to the XOR and AND logical outputs in this case.

The $(0,0)$ input destructive interference patterns are drastically changed by rotation of the nitro group one after the other from a planar to a perpendicular conformation (See Suppl. Mat. for the detail T(E) interference pattern changes following the progressive rotation of the two nitro groups). For the $(0,1)$ and $(1,0)$ input configurations, the $(0,0)$ XOR central destructive interference observed previously at $E = -10.49$ eV is now shifted below the Fermi energy and state $|3\rangle$ leads now to a very sharp constructive resonance positioned up the Fermi energy at $E = -10.50$ eV. This results from the restoration of the electronic coupling between state $|3\rangle$ and the two GNR3 and GNR4 nano-contacts after reaching a perpendicular conformation for only one nitro group having the effect of reintroducing an electronic density expansion of $|3\rangle$ at contact C2 (see also below Fig. 4). The resonance from state $|2\rangle$ is still very sharp and will not contribute to the tunneling current because it is deeply attenuated by the central destructive interference located at $E = -10.55$ eV. Also for $(0,1)$ and $(1,0)$, the AND central destructive interference is shifted up and above the Fermi energy at $E = -10.35$ eV. Here, state $|3\rangle$ is still leading to a very sharp resonance below the Fermi energy. State $|3\rangle$ will not contribute to the AND tunneling current output.

For the $(1,1)$ input configuration, the XOR central destructive interference is still located below the Fermi energy and state $|2\rangle$ resonance remains below the Fermi energy. More important, the resonance coming from $|3\rangle$ is still very sharp and now shifted up further away from the Fermi energy. This means that at low bias voltage and according to equation 1, it will not contribute to the XOR tunneling current. Also for $(1,1)$, the AND destructive interference between $|1\rangle$ and $|4\rangle$ which was located for $(0,1)$ and $(1,0)$ at $E = -13.35$ eV is now no more existing. The state $|1\rangle$ resonance has now reached $E = -10.49$ eV with a large width resonating Lorentzian shape. At low positive voltage and according to
According to the T(E) spectra in Fig. 2, both the XOR and AND output status must be measured in an energy range about 0.1 eV up the Fermi energy. As a consequence, the chemical structure of the C1 and C2 contacts have been designed differently to be able to distinguish between the XOR and AND output because they are resonating almost at the same energy. The effect of this different design between the C1 and C2 contacts can be observed around the state $|4\rangle$ resonances by comparing the structure of the corresponding resonance massif for the XOR and the AND. It was demonstrated in Hosoki et al. [27] that when measuring at the same energy the 2 different logical outputs on the same QHC system (here the XOR and the AND), one need a very abrupt change of the weight of the corresponding orbitals as a function of the logical input to be able to spatially distinguish 2 outputs at the same energy. As presented in Fig. 4, this is exactly what was achieved with the Fig. 1 design thanks also to the substitution of 2 hydrogen atoms by 2 fluorine atoms on the central NGM. By representing states $|1\rangle$ and $|3\rangle$ corresponding molecular orbital normalized weight distribution on the NGM, it is clear that only the input configuration $(1,1)$ is leading to a large orbital weight for $|1\rangle$ at C1 for the AND. Only input configurations $(0,1)$ and $(1,0)$ are doing the same for $|3\rangle$ at C2. This exclusive distribution of the molecular orbital spatial weight determines the good functioning of our 1/2 adder QHC gate. It is exactly the chemical implantation of the formal Boolean Hamiltonian studied in Dridi et. al [16].

5. Discussion

Using the Fig. 2 T(E) spectra in equation 1 to calculate the 0.1 V low voltage tunneling current intensity passing through the central NGM at C1 and C2, the 1/2 adder Boolean truth table is presented in Table 1. According to the standard C. Shannon like design[40], a Boolean 1/2 adder is normally requiring the interconnection of a minimum of 4 transistors and a dedicated distribution of the voltage logical inputs among those transistors using a few wires and...
circuit nodes. The presented 232 atoms nano-graphene calculating molecule has no transistors nor apparent internal molecular wires like circuitry. Among the 168 \( \pi \) and \( \pi^* \) quantum states of the Fig. \( \text{central nano-graphene molecule,} \) mainly 4 states are “calculating” as presented in Fig. \( \text{[3]} \) The NGM quantum states \( |1\rangle \) and \( |3\rangle \) are shifted up because of the rotation of 2 strong electron acceptor groups. Those are classical mechanical inputs which can certainly be activated by scanning probe techniques but has not been experimented yet.

State \( |4\rangle \) is very important to create the \((0,0)\) central destructive interference and state \( |2\rangle \) to moderate the \((1,1)\) XOR output current to ensure a low output current for this input configuration. Nearby in energy to those 4 states, a few more are moderating the level repulsion acting on \( |1\rangle \) and \( |3\rangle \) to limit, for example, the shifting up of the resonances \( |1\rangle \) and \( |3\rangle \) while rotating the nitro groups. All the other NGM quantum states can be considered as structural states ensuring the chemical stability of the central nano-graphene molecule. Importantly the XOR and AND output current intensities are quite large. First because the tunneling electrons have not to be transferred through the complete NGM molecular structure to deliver each output status. Second because the measuring nano-pads are homo electronic with the central calculating nano-graphene, a way to optimize the contact conductance at \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \).

Our nano-graphene QHC 1/2-adder demonstrates how a small molecular nanostructure can performed a rather complex logic function: a binary addition with a carry without using an extended molecular system but more important without requiring any power gain inside the calculating board. The non-necessity of a power gain comes from the fact that the output status of the gate are measured without passing a current through to the entire molecule. Contrary to previous proposed QHC 1/2- adder design \( [20] \), it results from a local measurement. This new QHC design opens the search for more complex and monolithic QHC intramolecular logic gates based on intramolecular quantum information exchanges where the multiple output status are measured locally.
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Figure 1: The atomic structure of the designed QHC 1/2 adder nano-graphene molecular logic gate with its 4 ultra-short GNR interconnecting molecular wires (GNR1 to GNR4) and its 4 graphene electrodes. The AND is measured at contact C1 and the XOR at contact C2. Contacts C1 and C2 are made of 2 phenyl rings each for the tunneling current to be measured between GNR1 and GNR2 for C1 and between GNR3 and GNR4 for C2. The graphene electrodes are semi-infinite to work with the graphene electronic band structure reproduced here using lateral cyclic boundary conditions. The two fluorine atoms are shown in blue whereas the two rotating nitro groups are shown in red. The presented geometry is for the nitro-groups in a planar configuration encoding for a (0, 0) logical input.
Figure 2: The ESQC calculated $T(E)$ electronic transmission coefficients for (a) the XOR and (b) the AND logical outputs as a function of the logical input configurations. For the $[-11.3 \text{ eV}, -11.0 \text{ eV}]$, $[-10.0, -9.8 \text{ eV}]$ XOR energy intervals and for the $[-11.3 \text{ eV}, -10.9 \text{ eV}]$, $[-10.1 \text{ eV}, -9.8 \text{ eV}]$ AND energy intervals, the $T(E)$ remain unchanged while the resonances are moving in energy around the graphene Fermi energy. A zoom-in of this last part is also presented in Suppl. Mat. Fig. For $(0, 0)$, the destructive interference between $|1\rangle$ and $|4\rangle$ is ensuring a zero logical output current intensity. The level repulsion effect controlled by the nitro rotations is pushing up $|1\rangle$ and $|3\rangle$ for respectively the AND and the XOR. This is changing the $T(E)$ interference patterns leading to the adder functioning. States $|2\rangle$ for the XOR and $|2\rangle$, $|3\rangle$ for the AND are controlling the repulsion effect without playing a large role in the output current intensities.
Figure 3: The energy level correlation diagram as a function of the logical input configuration for the XOR (left) and the AND (right) starting from the (0,0) input (center). From a spectroscopy point of view, the nitro rotations are controlling the repulsion of |3⟩ for the XOR and |1⟩ for the AND. While interacting with the graphene electrodes through the ultrashort GNR molecular wires and as presented in Fig. 2, the destructive interference between |1⟩ and |4⟩ will complete the Boolean calculating behavior of the central nano-graphene molecule. The π* |4⟩ is not repelled during the nitro rotation while |1⟩ and |3⟩ are moving up in energy towards |4⟩. This energy level correlation was extracted from the complete mono-electronic energy spectrum around the graphene Fermi Level presented in Suppl. Mat. 5. Notice for (0,0) the spectra difference between the XOR and the AND coming from the optimization of the molecular orbital distribution at the XOR and AND C2 and C1 contact points.
Figure 4: The change of the molecular orbital (MO) distribution of $|1\rangle$ for the AND and $|3\rangle$ for the XOR as a function of the nitro rotational input configurations. The central nano-graphene molecule and its C1 and C2 contact structure were designed in such a way that there is a maximum MO spatial weight at C1 for the AND and a maximum MO spatial weight at C2 for the XOR. For the AND output, rotating only one of the two nitro groups from a perpendicular to a planar configuration rapidly depopulates the $|1\rangle$ MO at C1. The same at C2 for the XOR going from (0,1), (1,0) to (0,0) or (1,1). This MO manipulation permits to measure the XOR and AND logical output status for exactly the same bias voltage. Blue circles are indicating the C1 and C2 contact position to appreciate the MO manipulation. Accordingly, the AND logical output is better defined than the XOR one for this current design (see also Table 1).
Supplementary Figure 1: The complete mono-electronic energy spectrum around the graphene Fermi Level in the relative $[-11.0 \text{ eV}, -10.0 \text{ eV}]$ energy range as a function of the logical input configurations. The Fig. 3 extracted “calculating” $\pi$ and $\pi^*$ energy levels are also indicated with the same numbering than in Fig. 3. Many $\pi$ and $\pi^*$ are not directly participating to the $1/2$ adder logic gate functioning because they are not electronic coupled to C1 and C2. They are indirectly contributing by moderating the energy level position shift of $|1\rangle$ to $|4\rangle$ during the nitro controlled level repulsion effects.
Supplementary Figure 2: The progressive transformation of the $T(E)$ spectra as a function of the nitro rotation angles $0^\circ$, $30^\circ$, $45^\circ$, $60^\circ$, $75^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ degrees in a small energy range around the graphene Fermi energy corresponding according to Fig. 2 only to the energy position of the “calculating” states $|1\rangle$ to $|4\rangle$. (a) is for XOR and (b) for AND logical output. This small energy range helps to appreciate how 0.1 eV up the Fermi energy, equation 1 is leading to the output tunneling current intensities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input (A)</th>
<th>Input (B)</th>
<th>Rotational Input ($\theta_A$)</th>
<th>Rotational Input ($\theta_B$)</th>
<th>Current Output (XOR) ($\mu$A)</th>
<th>Current Output (AND) ($\mu$A)</th>
<th>Output (XOR)</th>
<th>Output (AND)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$0.1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
<td>$90^\circ$</td>
<td>$0.062$</td>
<td>$0.74 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$90^\circ$</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
<td>$0.062$</td>
<td>$0.74 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$90^\circ$</td>
<td>$90^\circ$</td>
<td>$8.7 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A summary table presenting the Boolean logical performance of the Fig. 1 QHC 1/2 adder. The 1/2 adder Boolean truth table is recalled going from the 2 left input to the 2 right output logical configurations. The nitro rotation angle encoding is also recalled. The XOR and AND logical output current intensities were calculated using 1 for the same +0.1 V bias voltage. The Fig. 1 molecule is functioning like an 1/2 adder Boolean logic gate with a very large ON/OFF ratio for both the XOR and the AND. As anticipated according to Fig. 4, the XOR logical “1” output current is a bit small in intensity as compared to the AND one with almost one quantum of conductance at C1.